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SCHEMATICAL SECTIONS















Westside
Underground level 
Restaraunt       12800qm
Parking netto      10500qm
Parking brutto      14900qm
Parking for bycicle      870qm
Collection storage and management   7050qm
Offices       7520qm
 
Ground level 
Restaraunt       8100qm
City Garden       5620qm
Skatepark       13370qm
Museum        10440qm
Labyrinth       8830qm

High level
Art Plaza       26400qm

Eastside
Square       27900qm
Art Plaza on square     5600qm
Exhibition area       6500qm
Park area       45800qm



Art Grid Idea

Introduction

There are too much Architecture to-day, which is invades aggressively our routine visual environment and experience.
We can not say the same about Nature. Nature, in its essence, never invades us visually. It just surrounds, envelopes or environs us, 
human beings.

The objective of Art Grid Idea is to limit the role of Architecture in Harbor of Helsinki renovation zone just to organizational grid.

Three fundamental visual features of Finish landscape inspired our approach:

We envision Next Helsinki as an environment-friendly city space, surviving the inhuman impact of postmodern architecture since 
late XX century and on.



Basic Layout

A 15m x15m grid is proposed as the basic horizontal layout module of the land plot. 
Slender aluminum columns are used as roof supports in the roofed zones.
Exterior walls - where they are necessary - are made of glass.

The uniform 15m pace/distance between columns provides unobtrusive visual space sectioning in the interior. So the visitor's per-

for the interior space usage.

As to the exterior, slender metal columns, coupled with transparent glass walls, make the whole structure transparent for the on-
looker. It does not block the familiar visual perception both of the townscape and the surrounding seascape.

mountain landscape.

The irregular alternation of transparent and opaque 15m x15m modules in the roof enriches the light/shadow balance of the interior 
space. The ceiling is clad in timber.

The un-roofed lawns zones are sectioned according to the same 15m x15m module grid.



Afterword

Right now it is difficult to foresee what particular cultural, educational, entertainment or commercial objectives would be assigned 
to the Art Grid space by its curators.

We can not predict any particular details at this stage of the Project.
It is an “open end” proposal.


